Abstract-The combination of wideband transmission and cooperative techniques enables high-precision location-awareness. Wideband transmission provides fine delay resolution and multipath resolvability, while cooperation among nodes can yield significant performance benefit in harsh or infrastructure-limited environments. In this paper, we propose to exploit the geometric relationship inherent in multipath propagation, i.e., multipath geometry, via cooperation among nodes for localization. We characterize the contribution of this multipath geometry in terms of the nodes' squared position error bound, which is the fundamental limit of localization accuracy. Analytical and numerical results validate the benefit of using multipath geometry in wideband cooperative localization.
I. INTRODUCTION
The ability to geographically localize nodes within a network is of pivotal importance for many applications, including search-and-rescue operations, logistics, and blue force tracking [1] - [9] . The global positioning system (GPS) is used worldwide to enable location-awareness, complemented by dedicated technologies for GPS-denied scenarios [10] , such as indoors, in urban canyons, and under tree canopies. GPS is known to be ineffective in harsh environments due to the inability of GPS signals to penetrate obstacles, while indoor technologies offer limited precision or require a prohibitive infrastructure cost.
Cooperation among nodes has been shown effective in addressing these problems by allowing the nodes to assist one another for localization (see Fig. 1 ) [1] - [5] . On the other hand, wide bandwidth and ultra-wide bandwidth (UWB) signals are particular well-suited for localization, since they can provide accurate and reliable range measurements due to their fine delay resolution and robustness in harsh environments [11] - [13] . Fundamental limits of localization accuracy, in terms of the squared position error bound (SPEB) by the information inequality, are derived based directly on the received waveforms rather than specific signal metrics obtained from these waveforms for cooperative networks [3] , [4] .
Multipath propagation refers to a phenomenon where signals reach the receive antenna via multiple paths, arising from either reflecting off objects or scattering. This phenomenon is considered harmful for localization since path-overlap in . Agent 2 can trilaterate its position after ranging with the anchors, while agent 1 cannot. Agent 2 can serve as a virtual anchor for agent 1, thus enabling both agents to be localized. multipath propagation channels introduces interference in estimating the time-of-arrival, which results in poorer localization performance [7] , [8] , [14] . However, multipath components (MPCs) can be thought of as direct paths from virtual nodes behind reflecting surfaces or on scattering objects 1 (see Fig. 2 ). Thus, the arrival times of the signals received at different nodes from the same virtual node are dependent. We refer to this as multipath geometry and will show that this position-based relationship among MPCs can be used to increase localization accuracy. Note that major reflections and scattering, such as those from ceilings and floors, are likely to follow the multipath geometry, although some minor ones may not be as ideal as shown in Fig. 2 (e.g., random scattering). In the latter case, the set of corresponding MPCs can be thought of as direct paths coming from different virtual nodes, and hence the geometric relationship among the MPCs does not exist.
In this paper, we investigate the contribution of the geometric relationship inherent in multipath propagation for localization via cooperation among nodes. In particular, we introduce the notion of virtual node to model multipath geometry, and characterize its benefit from the perspective of fundamental MPCs come from either reflecting off the objects or scattering, and these paths can be considered as direct paths from virtual nodes (virtual node a 1 and a 2 of anchor A). performance limits, 2 i.e., the SPEB. The notion of equivalent Fisher information (EFI) has been applied to derive the SPEB, and further analysis on the SPEB provides insights into the role of multipath geometry in different scenarios.
Notation: The notation E x {·} is the expectation operator with respect to the random vectors x, and A B denotes that the matrix A − B is positive semi-definite. The notation tr{·} is the trace of a square matrix, [ · ] T denotes the transpose of its argument, and [ · ] n×n,k denotes the kth n × n submatrix (starting from the n(k − 1) + 1th element) on the diagonal of its argument. The notation · is the Euclidean distance, and R n and R n×m denote a real vector of dimension n and an n × m matrix of real elements, respectively.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
In this section, we describe the models for wideband signals and location-aware networks, and formulate the problem of cooperative localization using multipath geometry. We will also briefly review the notions of EFI and SPEB [7] , [8] , which characterize the fundamental limits on the localization accuracy.
A. System Model
Consider a network consisting of N b anchors and N a agents. Each anchor has perfect knowledge of its position, and each agent attempts to estimate its position based on the received wide bandwidth waveforms from neighboring nodes, both anchors and agents (see Fig. 1 ). The set of agents is denoted by N a = {1, 2, · · · , N a }, while the set of anchors is
The position of node k is denoted by p k . For convenience, we focus on twodimensional localization where p k ∈ R 2 . Extension to the three-dimensional localization is straightforward [7] . 2 In this paper, we consider the contribution of multipath geometry in terms of fundamental performance limits. Practical issues such as MPC identification and localization algorithms are out of the scope of this paper.
The received waveform at the kth agent (k ∈ N a ) from the jth node (j ∈ N b ∪ N a \ {k}) can be written as [11] - [13] 
where s(t) is a known wideband waveform, α (l) kj and τ (l) kj are the amplitude and delay, respectively, of the lth path, 3 L kj is the number of MPCs, z kj (t) represents the observation noise modeled as additive white Gaussian processes with two-side power spectral density N 0 /2, and [ 0, T ob ) is the observation interval.
For notational convenience, let the numbers of MPCs in the received waveforms coming from the same nodes be the same, i.e., L kj = L j for all j. 4 Furthermore, we consider all the first paths be line-of-sight (LOS). 5 Based on multipath geometry, we denote the positions of the virtual nodes corresponding to the received waveforms from node j be p 
where c is the speed of propagation, Case I denotes the reflecting paths, and Case II denotes the scattering paths (see Fig. 2 ).
B. Error Bounds on the Position Estimation
Our analysis is based on the received waveforms of the form given by (1), and we first introduce θ as the vector of unknown parameters
T denotes the positions of all
T denotes the positions of the virtual nodes corresponding to node j, and
T denotes the amplitudes of the MPCs in the waveforms transmitted from node j. Moreover, we denote r as the vector representation of all received waveforms, by stacking vectors r kj , which is obtained from the KL expansion of r kj (t) [17] . We tacitly assume 3 We consider the general case where the wideband channel is not reciprocal. Our results can be easily specialized to the reciprocal case, where we have
jk , and τ 4 The number L j accounts for all possible MPCs. When certain MPC in the received waveform at a particular agent does not exist, its amplitude is assigned to be zero. 5 The amplitudes of the first paths in non-line-of-sight (NLOS) signals are assigned to be zero. that when nodes j and k cannot communicate directly, the corresponding entry r kj is omitted in r.
Letθ denote an estimate of the unknown parameter θ based on the observation r. From the information inequality [17] , it can be shown that [4] 
wherep k is the position estimate for agent k, and J θ is the Fisher information matrix (FIM) for θ, given by
Evaluation of (4) requires the knowledge of the likelihood function f (r|θ), which can be expressed as a product of terms given by [17] 
since noise terms z kj (t) of the received waveforms are independent. Definition 1 (Squared Position Error Bound [7] ): The squared position error bound (SPEB) of agent k is defined to be
Note that the right-hand side of (3) provides a lower bound on the squared position error, and hence we define it as a metric (c.f. (5)) to characterize the localization performance.
C. Equivalent Fisher Information Matrix
Since J θ is a matrix of very high dimension, while only a small submatrix J −1 θ 2Na×2Na
is of interest, we introduce the notion of equivalent Fisher information matrix (EFIM) [7] , [8] to avoid inverting the original FIM. We also introduce the concept of ranging information (RI), which will turn out to be the basic building block of the EFIM.
Definition 2 (Equivalent Fisher Information Matrix [7] ):
T where θ ∈ R N and θ 1 ∈ R n , and a FIM J θ of the form
where A ∈ R n×n , B ∈ R n×(N −n) , and C ∈ R (N −n)×(N −n) , the equivalent Fisher information matrix (EFIM) for θ 1 is given by
6 Some of the virtual nodes may not be localized due to insufficient audible agents around it, which can lead to a singular FIM. To prevent this, we eliminate such virtual nodes from the parameter set before deriving the FIM.
The EFIM retains all the necessary information to derive the information inequality of the parameter θ 1 , in a sense
−1 , 7 so that the MSE matrix of the estimates of θ 1 satisfies the following inequality:
Note that one can apply (6) repeatedly to reduce the dimension of the original FIM until the EFIM of the minimum size is obtained. Definition 3 (Ranging Information [7] ): The ranging information (RI) is a 2 × 2 matrix of the form λ J r (φ), where λ is a nonnegative number called the ranging information intensity (RII) and the matrix J r (φ) is called the ranging direction matrix (RDM) with the following structure:
Note that J r (φ) has exactly one non-zero eigenvalue equal to 1 and can be represented as J r (φ) = q(φ) q(φ)
T , where
III. MAIN RESULTS
In this section, we derive the EFIM, or equivalently the SPEBs by (5), for all agents. The EFIM for general cases is involved and provides little insights, and hence we focus on the scenarios in which the MPCs in the received waveforms are resolvable.
A. EFIM for Cooperative Networks
We first derive the EFIM for the cooperative network using multipath geometry in the following theorem. In the following, we omit the proofs for brevity.
Theorem 1: When the MPCs are resolvable, the EFIM for the agents' positions is given by (7) , shown at the top of the next page, 8 where
Type II. 7 This follows immediately from Schur's complement [18] . 8 Unspecified elements in the matrix are equal to zero throughout the paper.
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. . .
In the above expressions, the RII λ
kj is given by
with β denoting the effective bandwidth of the signal s(t) [17] , and φ
We draw the following observations about the theorem.
• The EFIM J e (P) for all agents' positions is derived in the form of a 2N a × 2N a matrix by applying the notion of EFI. As shown in (7), the EFIM can be decomposed as a sum of three parts, i.e., K A , K C , and M (l) j : 1) K A is the localization information of the direct paths in the received waveforms transmitted from anchors; 2) K C is the information of the direct paths from cooperating agents; and 3) M (l) j is the localization information of the lth path in the received waveform from node j, or virtual node at p (l) j . Note that corresponding elements in K A and K C are equal to 0 if the LOS path does not exists (NLOS signals).
• The EFIM for cooperative localization has been derived in [4] where multipath geometry is left unexploited. In those scenarios, the corresponding EFIM is given bỹ J e (P) = K A + K C . Compared with (7), the contribution from multipath geometry to the EFIM is characterized by additional terms M (l)
j is a semi-positive definite matrix, this contribution in EFIM is non-negative, i.e., J e (P) J e (P) .
This agrees with the intuition that multipath geometry indicates the relationship among the MPCs in the received waveforms at different agents, and this relationship may provide more information and hence a larger EFIM. Indeed, as we introduce the notion of virtual node to characterize this relationship, those virtual nodes can be thought of additional "agents" for the cooperative location-aware networks, except that those "agents" are deaf and do not receive waveforms from other nodes.
The next theorem points out that the multipath geometry is not useful unless enough agents are in cooperation.
Lemma 1:
, and then its inverse is
where | · | denotes the determinant operator. By the lemma, we have the following theorem.
Theorem 2:
In k-dimensional (k = 1, 2, 3) localization, when MPCs are resolvable, multipath geometry of a virtual node is not useful when less than k + 1 cooperating agents receive signals from a virtual node.
Remark 2: In the case of k = 2, i.e., two-dimensional localization, the theorem asserts that multipath geometry is useless if there is only one agent or two cooperating agents. Here is an intuitive explanation. Every virtual node has an unknown position of freedom two, which needs measurements from two agents to be "determined". Hence two agents in cooperation only provide enough information to "locate" the virtual node, and will not benefit from this virtual node for their own position accuracy. On the other hand, if there is a third agent receiving the signal from this virtual node, the information from the measurement will help improve the position estimate of the third agent since the virtual node has been "located" by the first two agents.
B. Absolute and Relative Position Errors
The total localization error of a cooperative network can be decomposed into relative and absolute position errors [19] . The relative portion represents the estimation error of the agents' positions relative to one another (agent network "topology"), while absolute portion represents the estimation error of the entire agent network in an absolute frame, such as translation and rotation.
Theorem 3: When MPCs are resolvable, multipath geometry of type I can only increase the accuracy of relative positions.
Remark 3: It can be shown that Fisher information from virtual nodes is orthogonal to the space of absolute positions. This implies that multipath geometry does not contain translation and rotation information for the entire agent network. The intuitive interpretation is as follows: virtual nodes have neither a priori position knowledge nor measurement from the anchors, and hence the signals "transmitted" from these virtual nodes do not contain any information about the absolute positions. Therefore, we have the statement of Theorem 3.
If the relative positions of agents are known, such as in the case of antenna arrays, Theorem 3 implies that multipath geometry becomes useless for localization. We make it clear in the following corollary.
Corollary 1: When MPCs are resolvable and the relative positions of the agents are known, multipath geometry of type I does not further improve the localization accuracy.
Remark 4: Antennas of the array can be thought of as individual agents, and their relative positions are known a priori. Hence the corollary implies that exploiting multipath geometry will not further improve the localization accuracy for the antenna array, since multipath geometry only helps determine the relative position of agent network topology.
IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, we examine several numerical examples and illustrate applications of our analytical results.
We investigate the SPEB performance for cooperative localization as functions of the number of agents. The network configuration is drawn in Fig. 3 with four fixed anchors and a number of agents. The agents uniformly and independently reside in a 10 meter by 10 meter area. Multipath propagation is generated by signals ideally reflecting off from the four walls (case I). For simplicity, signals by multiple reflections are ignored and the MPCs are resolvable. Hence each received waveform has five resolved paths, one direct path and four MPCs coming from the four walls respectively. We also assume a fully connected network with signals that obey freespace path-loss model, such that the RII λ Figure 4 shows the average SPEB of agents as a function of the number of agents in the network through Monte Carlo simulation. The first and second curves from the top correspond to non-cooperative localization and cooperative localization without using MPCs, while the third and fourth curves characterize the average SPEB using one (from Wall I) and all four MPCs, respectively. Here are the observations drawn from the figure. First, cooperation among agents significantly decreases the SPEB, roughly proportional to the number of agents. Second, multipath geometry is shown to further decrease the SPEB. This result is expected as proven in the theorems since essentially more virtual nodes join cooperation. Third, the gain from MPCs does not exist when there are only two agents, which has been shown in Theorem 2. Figure 5 shows the ratio of the average SPEB using MPCs to that without using MPCs as a function of the number of agents with different number of anchors and MPCs. Only Anchor A and C are active for the two-anchor case (N b = 2). First, multipath geometry provides substantial gains: the average SPEB is decreased by 10% and 30% when one and four MPCs are used, respectively. Although more relative improvement for the fouranchor network, multipath geometry provides more absolute improvement for the two-anchor network. This is intuitive since the two-anchor network lacks fixed infrastructure and hence benefits more from the additional virtual nodes.
These numerical examples agree with our analytical results and validate the usefulness of multipath geometry for cooperative localization.
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V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have investigated the geometric relationship inherent in multipath propagation for wideband cooperative localization. Our contribution is three-fold. First, we have introduced the concept of virtual nodes in the context of the multipath geometry, and have applied the notion of equivalent Fisher information to derive the fundamental bounds for agents' position errors. Second, we have shown that multipath geometry can substantially improve the localization accuracy with more than two agents in cooperation, and the gain is more significant when the number of anchors is limited. Third, we have also pointed out that multipath geometry only improves the accuracy of relative positions, and hence this geometry is not helpful if the relative positions of agents are known a priori, such as antenna arrays.
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